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Let F be a field ofcharacteristic different from two and A a central sim- 
ple non-Lie Malcev algebra over F. Our purpose is to determine the 
maximal subalgebras of A (with respect to inclusion). Maximal subalgebras 
of simple Lie algebras over an algebraically losed field have been studied 
by Dynkin, [3, 41, and maximal subalgebras of central simple associative, 
alternative and special Jordan algebras have been studied by Racine [121. 
Racine’s re ults on octonion algebras will be relevant in our investigation. 
1. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATIONS 
A Malcev algebra M is defined tobe a nonassociative lgebra s tisfying 
the identities 
x2=0, 
4x, y, .x,z) = 4x3 y, z) x for all X, y, z in M, (1) 
where J(x, y, z) = (xy) z+ (yz) x+ (zx) y is the Jacobian ofthe elements 
x, y, z. 
For a Malcev algebra over afield ofcharacteristic not wowe have the 
following dentities (s e[13]): 
344x, y, z) = J(w, x, YZ) + J(w y, zx) + J(w, 2, xv), (2) 
(xz)(Yw)=((xY)z)w+((Yz)w)~+((zw)x)Y+((w~)Y)z~ (3) 
R (XY)Z = R,R,R,- R,R,R,- R,,R,+ RyR,,, 
where R, is the right multiplication by the lement x.
(4) 
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It is clear from (2) that he linear subspace J(M, M, M) spanned by the 
Jacobians i an ideal of M. In fact it is the intersection of the ideals B of M 
such that M/B is a Lie algebra. 
Throughout his paper the ground field will be assumed to be of charac- 
teristic d fferent from two, ((S)) will denote the subspace spanned by the 
set S, i the direct sum as vector spaces, @ the direct sum as algebras. 
SC M will mean that S is a subalgebra of M. We define inductively 
M’=MandM”+‘= M”M, M is said to be nilpotent ifM” = 0 for some n. 
For the usual results on Malcev algebras we refer the reader to [ 13, 111 
and [2]. 
Let V be a linear space over F and p: M + EndA V) (a~ p,) a linear 
mapping, where Endd V) is the linear space of endomorphisms of V. Then 
p is called a representation of the Malcev algebra M if the linear space 
V i M with the multiplication given by (ul + m,)(u* + m2) = 
(ul pm, - UPPED) + m, m2 is a Malcev algebra. We say that V is a M-module 
then. 
It is easily verified that p is a representation if a d only if 
pcxyjz = P~P~P~ - PAJ~P~ - WL + P,A for x9 Y, z in M (5) 
( 1.1) LEMMA. Let x, y be elements in aMalcev algebra. Then for every 
positive integer m (R,)” R,=Cy=“=, a RfyR:, RT-‘+ /3R,RYR;-l, where 
ao,..., a,, aare in the ground field. 
Proof Identity (4) implies that 
KJh 4, = &,R: - Rum,o - R&x, 0) 
and 
RzRb = R,R;- R,,R, - R,R,, 
Now (1.1) follows inductively by using (i) and (ii). 
(1.2) LEMMA. Let M = B i S be a Malcev algebra offnite dimension, B 
a nontrivial abe ian ideal ofM and S a subalgebra of M such that R, acts 
nilpotently on B for every x in S. Then BS= BM is trictly contained in B. 
Proof. We shall make induction on the dimension of S. If S is 
nilpotent, in particular if dim S= 1, then R, is nilpotent inM for every xin 
M and M itself isnilpotent (see [6]). If this the case, (. (BS). . S) c 
M n+ ’ = 0 for some n so BS is strictly contained inB. 
If S is not nilpotent, letx be an element in S such that R, is not 
nilpotent and let M = M, i M,, be the Fitting decomposition relative to 
R, (see [lo]). Then Max is a proper subalgebra ofM (see [S]) and B is 
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contained in M,,. By induction hypothesis BM,, = B(B i Mo, n S) = 
B(MoX n S) is contained strictly in B. Now J(B, S, S) = J(B, M, M) = 
J(B, MO,, MO,) + J(4 M,,, M,,) + J(B, Max, M,,) = BM,, + B n 
J(M,, Mi,, M,,) c BMox + B n M,, = BM,, where the last inclusion is
obtained using [7, 2.1 and 2.21. But J(B, M, M) is an ideal of M contained 
in BS so we may suppose that J(B, M, M) = 0. Hence I= {s E S: sB = 0) is 
an ideal of M. But for each b in B and x in S we have BR; = 0 for some m, 
so by (1.1) R: R, = 0 if y1 b 2m and if y is another element from S then yR”, 
belongs to I. It follows that S/I is a nilpotent algebra. Thus (BS + Z)/Z is 
strictly contained in(B + Z)/Z so that BS is strictly contained inB. 
(1.3) THEOREM. Let M be a Malcev algebra and p: M + EndA V) a 
representation. Suppose that M and V have finite dimension over the ground 
jield F and that pX is nilpotent for every xin M. Let Mt be the associative 
enveloping al ebra ofMp. Then Mt is nilpotent. I  particular there exists a 
nontrivial element v in V such that up, =0 for every x in M. 
Moreover, ifthe kernel ofp contains no nontrivial ideal ofM then M is 
nilpotent. 
Proof: Let us consider the Malcev algebra N = V i M. (1.2) implies 
that we have the following chain of ideal of N: 
V$ VM$(VM)M$ ... $0. 
So V possesses a basis in which pX is represented by a matrix in 
niltriangular form. Hence Mt is nilpotent. From (5) it follows that 
(M*“) pc (MT)” so there xists aninteger n such that M*” = 0 and the last 
assertion of(1.3) follows. 
If H is a nilpotent subalgebra of the Malcev algebra M and 
M = MOH i M,, is the Fitting decomposition ofM relative to {R,: h E H} 
then H is called a Cartan subalgebra ofM if H = MOH. 
(1.4) COROLLARY (see also [7]). Let M be a finite dimensional Malcev 
algebra and H a nilpotent subalgebra of M. Then H is aCartan subalgebra 
of M if and only if H is its own normalizer in M.
Proof: Obviously if H is a Cartan subalgebra ofM then H is its own 
normalizer. Conversely, suppose that H $ MOH. Then p: H -+ 
EnddM,,/H) given by (y + H) pX = yx + H is a representation of H and 
by (1.3) there xists anelement yin MOH, y$ H, such that yH c H. Then H 
is not its own normalizer. 
(1.5) LEMMA. Let M be a Malcev algebra and P a subalgebra of M of 
codimension one. Then J(M, M, M) is contained in P. 
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Proof M = P i ((x)) for some element x in M so for every a in M 
there xists a unique scalar a, such that xa - CI,X belongs to P. Clearly 
a w a, is a linear mapping. Take u, b, c in P, then by (3) (xb)(ac) = 
((xa) b) c + ((ab) c)x + ((bc) x a + ((cx) a) b. It follows that 
abaac + a(ab)c + aaabc = O. 
Interchanging a and b we obtain 
(i) 
aoabr + a(ba)c + abaac = 0 (ii) 
so a(ab)c =0 and 
aaabc + abaa, = 0 (iii) 
since the characteristic is nottwo. 
If ad = 0 for every din P then P is an ideal and the result isclear. Sowe 
may suppose that a, # 0. Putting b= a in (i) we get a,, =0 for every cin P 
so by (iii) abc = 0 for every band c in P. Now J(X, b, C) = aba,x -abcx -
tlba,x + p where p E P so J(x, b, c) E P and J(M, M, M) = J( P, P, P) + 
J(P, P, x) is contained inP. 
(1.6) COROLLARY. Let A4 be a simple non-Lie Malcev algebra. Then A4 
does not contain a y subalgebra of codimension one, 
Finite dimensional central simple non-Lie Malcev algebras over fields of
characteristic different from two and three have been studied by Kuzmin in 
[ 1 l] where he obtained that these algebras contain a basis {ei}7, 1 such 
that multiplication is given by 
e,e,=e, e2e3=Pel e,e, =el e4e6 = ye2 
e1e3= -ae2 e2e4 =e6 e3e5= -ae6 e4 e7 = ye3 
e,e4 =e5 e2e5 =e7 e3 e6 = be5 e,e,= -ye, 
e1e5 = -ae4 e2e6= --Be4 e3e7 = -ape4 e5e7 =aye, 
e,e,= -e, e2e7= -be5 e4e5 = ye1 e6e7 = -hely 
e, e7 = ae6 
where a, j?, yare nonzero elements in the ground field F. An algebra with 
this basis will be denoted A(a, 8, y). It possesses a nondegenerate sym- 
metric invariant bilinear form ( , ) verifying that (yx) x= (x, x) y - (x, y) x 
for every x, y in A(a, 8, y). {e,j!= I is an orthogonal basis for ( , ). 
Filippov proved in [8] that every simple Malcev algebra over a field of 
characteristic three is a Lie algebra and in [9] that every central simple 
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non-Lie Malcev algebra over a field of characteristic primeto six has finite 
dimension and then is as before. 
If a central simple non-Lie Malcev algebra A contains a plit Cartan sub- 
algebra H then A possesses a basis (h, x, y, z, x’, y’, z’) where H = ((h)) 
and multiplication is given by (see [13, 111): 
hx= -x hx’ = x’ xy=z’ x’y’ = z 
hy= -y hy’ = y’ yz=x’ p'z' = x xx’ = yy' = zz’ = @. 
hz= -z hz’ = z’ zx= y’ z’x’ = y 
Such a basis will be called a Sagle basis of A and A will be called split in 
this case. 
(1.7) LEMMA. Let A = A(a, B, y) as before (so the characteristic of F is 
prime to six). Then 
in A. (i) Th 
e minimum polynomial of R, divides T3- (x, x) T for every x
(ii) R, is nilpotent tfand only zf (x, x) = 0. 
(iii) R, is split if and only tf (x, x) E F2. 
(iv) Let H be a subalgebra ofA, then H is a Cartan subalgebra if nd 
only tf H= ((x)) with R, nonnilpotent. Moreover H is a split Cartan sub- 
algebra tfandonly zfH=((x)) where (x,x)~F*-0. 
(v) A is split if and only if there xists anelement x in A with (x, x) 
in F2 - 0 or, equivalently, here xists anelement x in A with (x, x) = 1. 
(vi) A is split tf and only cf there is an element x in A with (x, x) = 0. 
(vii) The Killing form of A(K(x, y) = Trace R,R,) equals 6( , ). 
Proof: Since (yx) x= (x, x) y - (x, y) x it follows that yR: = (x, x) yR, 
whence (i), (ii), and (iii). (iv) follows from [11] and it implies (v). For (vi) 
if A is split ake (h, x, y, -7, x’, y’, z’} a Sagle basis. Then 0 = (hx) x= 
(x, x) h - (h, x)x so (x, X) = 0. Conversely, if (z, z) = 0 take y in A with 
(z, y) = -1. Then (yz) z= (z, z) y - (z, y) z = z. Let u = zy then zu = z so 
z = (zu) u and (u, U) = 1. Now apply (v). Finally (vi) is a straightforward 
computation. 
We are going to determine the maximal subalgebras ofcentral simple 
non-Lie Malcev algebras intwo ways. The first one will be more direct and 
the second one will use the close connections between these algebras nd 
octonion algebras. 
From now on A will denote a central simple non-Lie Malcev algebra 
over a field F (of characteristic primeto six). 
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2. MAXIMAL SUBALGEBRAS OF A: FIRST WAY 
(2.1) LEMMA. Every maximal subalgebra of A contains a Cartan sub- 
algebra of A. 
Proof. Let S be a maximal subalgebra ofA and consider the regular 
representation of S in the vector space A/S as in the proof of (1.4). IfR, 
were nilpotent for every xin S then (1.3) would imply the existence of y in 
A - S such that yS c S. But then S would be an ideal of S i ((y)) which 
by maximality of S would equal A contradicting the simplicity of A. Hence 
there xists anx E S with R, non nilpotent. Now (1.7) completes the proof. 
Hence, if S is a maximal subalgebra ofA then S may contain a split Car- 
tan subalgebra ofA or every Cartan subalgebra ofA contained inS is not 
split. The next two theorems tudy these two cases. 
(2.2) THEOREM. Let M be a maximal subalgebra of A containing a split 
Cartan subalgebra. ThenM has dimension five and it is isomorphic to an 
algebra V -i- S where Sis isomorphic to sl(2, F), VS = V, V* = 0 and V is a 
S-module of type M, in the notation of [2]. In fact, A contains a Sagle 
basis uch that M = ((h, x, y, x’, z’)). Conversely every such subalgebra is
maximal. 
Proof From (1.6) it follows that every subalgebra ofdimension five is 
maximal so the converse isclear. 
Let M be a maximal subalgebra and h E M with (h, h) = 1 so that 
A=((h)) i A, i A-, where A,= {aEA:ah=aa), cc=l,--1 (see (1.7)). 
Then M=((h)) i MnA, i MnA-,. From [ll] it follows that 
AmA-.=(( At=A-, and dimA,= (~=l,--1) so if x,y are linearly 
independent elements of A, then xy # 0. M n A, cannot be 0 because if it 
were 0then we could add to M any nontrivial element of A, and we would 
obtain a proper subalgebra. Hence, there xists a, E A, (c( = 1, -1) such 
that S= ((h, a i , a _ i )) is a subalgebra ofM. Moreover, we can take a, = x 
in a convenient Sagle basis {h, x, y, z, x’, y’, z’} (see [ 11, p. 2401) and 
S = ((h, x, EX’ + 6y’ + AZ’)) where E, 6, ;1 belong to F. 
If 6 = 2 = 0 then S $ ((h, x, y, x’, z’)) $ A. If 6 # 0 or 2 # 0 then 
S .$ ((h, x, 6z - ;ly, x’, 6~’ + AZ’)) $ A. In any case, S is not maximal so 
S $ M and M has dimension four or five. We may suppose without loss of 
generality that M n A, has dimension two (note that A, generates A so A, 
cannot be contained in M) and that M n Al = ((x, y)). Then 
T = ((h, x, y, Z' = xy)) < M but T $ ((h, x, y, x’, z’)) $ A so M has dimen- 
sion five, M = ((h, x, y, z’, px’ + uy’)) p, u in F. We may suppose p= 1 and 
change y by y - ux. Then we obtain aSagle basis {h, x, y, z, x’, y’, z’} of A 
in which M = ((h, x, y, x’, z’)). Moreover V = ((y, z’)) is the solvable 
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radical of A4, V* = 0, S= ((h, x, x’). is isomorphic to $42, F) and I’ is 
S-module of type M, (see [a]). 
(2.3) THEOREM. Let M be a maximal subalgebra containing no split Car- 
tan subalgebra of A. Then M is a three-dimensional nonsp it s mple Lie 
algebra. Conversely, an  such subalgebra is m ximal. 
Proof Let M be such a maximal subalgebra. From (1.7) and (2.1) it 
follows that here xists anelement e, in A4 with (e,, ei) = --tl# F2. Con- 
sidering orthogonal subspaces relative to the bilinear form ( , ) we obtain 
that M=((e,)) i ((ei))‘nM where ((e,))‘= {xEA: (x,e,)=O}. There 
are two cases. 
(i) For every x in ((e,))’ n M, (x, x) = 0. 
In this case ((e,))’ n A4 is an isotropic subspace so it has dimension at 
most three. Let O#xE((e,))LnM. Then (xei,e,)=(x,e:)=O so 
xe, E ((e,))’ n 44. But (xei) e, = --CIX so {e,, x, y = xe,} are linearly 
independent and xy=(e,x)x=O. If zE((e,))‘nM but z$((x,y)) then 
M=((e,,x,y,z)) but ze,E((e,))‘nM so ze,=,u1x+p2y+p3z, ,+EF, 
i= 1, 2, 3, and -~z=(zel)el=~l~-~~2~+~~(~1~+~2~+~L3z) so 
--CI = & in contradiction with - c( 4F2. Hence M= ((e,  x, y)). Take z in A 
such that (x, z)= -1 and put h=xz; then xh= (zx) x= (x, x)z- 
(x, z) x=x so (xh) h= (h, h) x - (h, x) h =x; that is to say, (h, h) = 1 and 
(h, x) = 0. Hence ((h)) is a split Cartan subalgebra of A. If 
A = ((h)) i A, i A _ i is the corresponding decomposition then x E A,, 
y=dh+y,+y-,, e,=2h+a,+a~, where 6,A belong to F, y,, alEAl 
and y-,,~_,EA~,. Then O=xy=6x+xy,+xy_,, SXEA,, XY-~E((~)); 
it follows that 6=0, xy,=xyP,=O. Now, y=xe,=;Ix+xa,+xa-, so 
xa, = Y-,, Ax=y,, xa_,=O. Finally, --x=ye,=(Ax+y-,)e,=;ly+ 
y~,(lh+a,+a~,)=(~yZy,+y-,a-,)+y~,a, so that y-,a-, =
(-A*--cr)x#O. Hence N=((h,x,al,y-,,a_,)) is a subalgebra of A 
properly containing A4, a contradiction. In consequence, case (i) is not 
possible. 
(ii) There exists anelement e2 in ((ei))‘nM such that (e,, e,)#O. 
By our hypothesis on A4, (e2, e,)= -/I$ F2. Let e3 =ele2, then 
e,E((e,, e2))l and S= ((e,, e2, e3)) is a regular subspace for (, ). 
Moreover, S is easily seen to be a simple Lie algebra nd S is not split 
since (1.7) implies that every (split) Cartan subalgebra ofS is a (split) Car- 
tan subalgebra ofA. We have that A4 = S i (S’ n M), but if 0# x belongs 
to Sl n A4 then Sx is contained inSI since (S, Sx) = (S’, x) = (S, x) = 0. 
Now if there is a nontrivial element ain S with ax = 0 then (a, a) = 0 so R, 
is nilpotent and this is a contradiction si ce S does not contain any “ad- 
nilpotent” element. It follows that Sx has dimension three and dim A42 
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dim S + dim Sx = 6, contradicting (1.6). Hence S’ n h4 = 0 and M = S as 
desired. 
Moreover, the proof of this case (ii) shows that if S is a nonsplit simple 
three-dimensional Lie subalgebra ofA then S is a maximal subalgebra ofA 
and this completes the proof of (2.3). 
3. MAXIMAL SUBALGEBRAS OF A: SECOND WAY 
Let C be a composition algebra (see [143). C possesses a nondegenerate 
symmetric bilinear form ( , ) permitting composition, that is to say, 
(xy, xy ) = (x, x ) ( y, y > for every x, y in C. Moreover, C contains an 
identity element 1 and for every x in C x2 - 2(x, 1) x + (x, x) 1 = 0 is 
satisfied. L t c = {x E C: (x, 1) = 0} be the orthogonal subspace to (( 1)). 
Then for each x and y in C we have (x+y)‘= -(x+y,x+y) 1, 
x2= -(x,x) 1, y2= -(y,y) 1 so xy+yx= -2(x,y) 1 and [x,y]= 
xy-yx=2xy+2(x,y) 1. But ([x,y], 1)=2((xy, l)+(xl,yl))= 
4(x, l)(y, 1) where last equality follows from [14, (3.64)]. So 
(Cx, Yl, 1) = 0. 
Hence C is an algebra with the Lie bracket and, since [1, C] = 0, it 
follows that C- = Fl @ C where C- denotes the algebra with the same 
underlying vector space as C but with the product given by the Lie bracket. 
Let x, y be elements in C; then [[x, y], y] = xy’ -yxy + y2x -yxy, note 
that there is no ambiguity since C is alternative so the subalgebra ofC 
generated by x and y is associative; on the other hand xy + yx = 
-2(x,y) 1 so yxy+y2x= -2(x,y)y=xy*+yxy, thus [[x,y],y]= 
2xy2+2y2x+4(x,y)y= -4(y,y)x+4(x,y)y. Let us define the 
bilinear form ( , ) in C by (x, y) = -4(x, y). Then [[x, y], y] = (y, y) x - 
(x, y) y. Besides, for every x, y and z in C we have (xy, z) + (x, zy ) = 0 
(see [14] (3.64)) so ([x,y],z) = (2xy + 2(x,y) 1, z) = 2(xy, z) = 
-2(x, zy) = -(x, [z, y]) = (x, [y, z]). Thus ( , ) is a nondegenerate sym- 
metric bilinear form on C. 
These bilinear forms determine the corresponding al ebras: 
(3.1) PROPOSITION. Let C and D be composition algebras over the field 
F, ( , )e and ( , ) D the corresponding bilinear forms, C and D as before and 
( , ), and ( , )D the respective b linear forms on C and D. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) CandDa re isomorphic (with the Lie bracket multiplication). 
(ii) ( , )c and ( , )b are equivalent. 
(iii) (, )e and ( , )b are equivalent. 
(iv) C and D are isomorphic. 
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Proof: (i) implies (ii) since (, )c and ( , )D are determined by the 
expression [[x, y], y] = (y, y)= x - (x, y),- y for every x, y in C and the 
same for 6. 
The equivalence of (iii) and (iv) is proved in [14, III, Sect. 71 and the 
remainder is clear. 
Composition algebras of dimension greater than two are quaternion 
algebras, of dimension four, or Cayley-Dicson algebras (octonion 
algebras), of dimension eight (see [14]). For these algebras we have 
(3.2) PROPOSITION. Let C be a composition algebra over F of dimension 
greater than two. Then c is a central simple algebra (with the Lie bracket) 
and one of the following holds: 
(a) If C is aquaternion algebra then c is a three-dimensional simple 
Lie algebra and every three-dimensional simple Lie algebra isof this type. 
(b) If C is a Cayley-Dickson algebra and F has characteristic three 
then C is a form of the classical simple Lie algebra oftype A, (see [151). 
(c) If C is aCayley-Dickson algebra and F has characteristic d fferent 
from three then c is acentral simple non-Lie Malcev algebra (of dimension 
seven) and every such Malcev algebra isof this type. 
Proof Let O# B be an ideal of c and 0 #XE B. Take YE c with 
(x,y)#Oandz~Cwith (x,z)=O.Then [[x,y],y]=(y,y)x-(x,y)y 
soy~B.Inthesamewayy+z~Bsoz~BandB=C.Moreover,ifKisan 
extension fthe ground field F then C QF K is a composition algebra so -. 
c OF K = C OF K is simple. Then c is central simple. 
If C is a quaternion algebra, C- is a Lie algebra and so is C, moreover C
has dimension three. Iftl, fi belong to F and c$ # 0 let Q be the quaternion 
algebra (see [l, p. 1461) with basis {1, e,, e2, e3) and multiplication given 
by 
lej=e,=eil ef=(-a/4) 1 ez=(-b/4) 1 e:=(-a/?/4) 1 
elez = -e,e, = te3 e3e, = -e,e3 = +aez e2e3 = -e,e, = $pe,. 
Then &=((el,ez,e3)) and CeI,e21=e3, Ce2,e31=De,, Ce3,e,l=ae2. 
Now (a) follows from [IO, Chap. I]. 
Case (b) follows from [13, p. 4261 and (c) from [ll]. 
(3.3) PROPOSITION. Let C be a composition algebra. Then there exists an
inclusion preserving bijective mapping between the set of subalgebras of C 
containing the identity element and the set of subalgebras of C.In particular, 
there exists a bijection between the set of maximal subalgebras of C and C. 
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Proof. Since for every x, y in C, [x, yJ = 2xy + 2(x, y ) 1, if S is a sub- 
algebra of C containing 1 then S = (( 1)) -i- (S n C) and S H S n c is the 
desired mapping, its inverse isTH (( 1)) i T. 
Moreover, if M is a maximal subalgebra ofC, then 1 E M since if this is 
not the case then (( 1)) i M will be a subalgebra ofC so M will be an ideal 
of (( 1)) i M = C, a contradiction with the simplicity of C. Hence the bijec- 
tive mapping mentioned restricts to a bijection between the sets of maximal 
subalgebras of C and C. 
The bijection in (3.3) permits us to obtain the results in(2.2) and (2.3) 
from known results onmaximal subalgebras of Cayley-Dickson algebras: 
(3.4) THEOREM. Let M be a subalgebra of the central simple non-Lie 
Malcev algebra A.Then M is maximal if and only if it is either a three- 
dimensional non split simple Lie algebra orit verifies M= V i S with Sa 
subalgebra isomorphic to sl(2, F)and V an abelian ideal of M which is a 
S-module oftype M,. 
Proof From (3.2) we may suppose that A = c where C is a Cayley- 
Dickson algebra nd the characteristic of the ground field is not three. 
From (3.3) it follows that M is maximal in C if and only if (( 1)) -i- M is a 
maximal subalgebra ofC. But the last assertion happens if and only if 
(( 1)) i M is either a quaternion division algebra or it contains a basis 
{x,, x1, x,,y,, y,, y3) verifying some conditions ( ee [12]). From (3.1) 
and (3.2) (( 1)) i M is a quaternion division algebra if and only if M is a 
three-dimensional nonsplit simple Lie algebra. If on the contrary, 
(( 1)) i M contains uch a basis then M = ((h, x,y, x’, 2’)) where 
h=$(xo-yo),x=~y,,y=y,,x’=x,,z’= -4x2andinthiscaseMisasin 
(2.2). 
Remark. (i) (1.7) ensures us that (3.4) is exactly equivalent to(2.2) 
and (2.3). 
(ii) In this ection we have employed some results on alternative 
algebras todeduce some other results on Malcev algebras, but we may 
proceed in the reverse way. From Theorems (2.2) and (2.3) and the bijec- 
tion in (3.3) we can deduce the results in[12] on Octonion algebras over 
fields ofcharacteristic primeto six. 
4. SOME CONSEQUENCES 
The following theorem is a direct consequence ofSections 2 and 3: 
(4.1) THEOREM. (a) Suppose the ground field F veri$es F*= F. Then 
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every maximal subalgebra M of A has dimension five and A contains a Sagle 
basis (h, x, y, z, x’, y’, z’) such that M= ((h, x, y, x’, z’)). 
(b) If A is not split then every proper subalgebra ofA is either one 
dimensional ora three-dimensional n split simple Lie algebra. In particular 
any two linearly independent lements of A generate a three dimensional non- 
split simple Lie algebra. 
In general, there are central simple non-Lie Malcev algebras which con- 
tain maximal subalgebras of both dimension three and five as the algebra 
A( 1, 1, - 1) over the field of reals hows. In fact, if (ei)7=, is a standard 
basis of A(l, 1, -1) over the reals as in Section 1, then ((e,, e,, e5, e, +e,, 
e3 -e,)) is a maximal subalgebra asin (2.2) and ((e, , e2, e3)) is a maximal 
subalgebra asin (2.3). 
The Frattini subalgebra ofa Malcev algebra M is defined tobe the inter- 
section fthe maximal subalgebras of A4 and it is denoted Q(M). Then: 
(4.2) LEMMA. The Frattini subalgebra ofevery central simple non-Lie 
Malcev algebra A is trivial. 
Proof If A is split and (h, x, y, x’, y’, z’} is a Sagle basis then 
((h, x, Y, x’, z’)), ((h, Y, z, x’, Y’)), ((4 x, z, Y’, z’)), and ((h +x, Y’, z, 
2y - z’, 4x’ + h)) are maximal subalgebras with trivial intersection s  
@(A)=O. 
If A is not split and A = A(cc, j?, y) then every subalgebra ofdimension 
three is maximal so ((e,, e2, e3)) and ((ei +e,, e4, es--ye,)) are maximal 
subalgebras with trivial intersection. 
(4.3) LEMMA. Let U be a simple anticommutative algebra over afield F, 
I its centroid and S a I-invariant subalgebra ofU. Then S is maximal as a 
I-subalgebra if nd only if it is a maximal subalgebra ofA. 
Proof Let x be a element in U - S and S maximal as a r-subalgebra. 
Then the subalgebra generated by S and TX, subal(S, TX), is a 
r-subalgebra of U so U = subal(S, TX). But U = U* = subal(S, rx)2 c 
subal(S, AY) c subal(S, x). Hence the subalgebra generated by S and any 
element not in S is U so S is a maximal subalgebra ofU. The converse is
clear. 
By using (4.2) and (4.3) we obtain the following: 
(4.4) THEOREM. Let M be a simple non-Lie Malcev algebra. Then 
Q(M) = 0. 
Proof (4.3) implies that G(M) is contained inthe Frattini subalgebra 
of M considered asa r-algebra where r is the centroid ofM, but this latter 
subalgebra isknown to be trivial by(4.2) so (4.4) follows. 
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